GATS kiosk for
Commons Service Group
by:

with Satoshi Isono
LOOT

BENDABLE ROD
E.G. FROM TENT TO STRETCH AND SUPPORT COAT.
Tennis Ball

String

Lift up high

Keep cow

Inverted coat with logo + flares.

Hook into looped string
1. enter
2. inside out
3.八大闪亮
4. Hang
5. inside out

- A5 pockets with clear/transparent front
- Roll up extension
- String to fix to ground if necessary
Hanging devices to hang inside out coats and rolls

1. Normal Close Hanger
2. Hook with Thread
3. Timber Stick
4. Wing Nut to Close Hook
5. 2 Hooks 1 String
6. Hooks with Rings Welded on to Tie String
7. String with Shackle (from sailing shop)
8. Tree or Post
use roll/paper as screen and/or carpet
roll to have origami pattern printed or painted on
take several rolls if possible
kiosk proposed material

Step
1. Getting material sponsorship.
2. Printing workshop.
3. Transporting rolls
4. Find a place to hang roll.
5. Free zone

roll of 'tetrapak' waterproof cardboard.

printed/stenciled dotted lines to represent folding instruction.

hang in between trees, buildings, bicycles, cars, gates, etc.

folding on site with people together.
GATS FREEZONE INSTRUCTIONS

1. use standard cardboard
   1200x2400mm or
   1500x3000mm size

2. cardboard gondla/kiosk

3. transport the modular kiosk

4. sun ambrella

5. repeat 4. on the reverse face

6. repeat 9&10. on the reverse face

7. stacking

8. wearing

9. seating

10. the free zone
GATS FREEZONE INSTRUCTIONS

1. use A5 size actual paper
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. repeat 4. on the reverse face
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. repeat 9&10. on the reverse face
12. 

origami mini gondola/kiosk

the free zone